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 ހނާް މަޙްމޫދު{ ރު ދާއިރާގެ މނެބްަރު ޖީ ހިނންވަަ؛ ގެ މުޤައްރިރުއނިްނވެީ ކޮމިޓީ  }ރޔިާސތަުގައި

 

  ރިޔާސަތުން ވާހަކަދއެްކެވުން: 

ތް ކަމަކީ  އޮ  މހިރާު ނުކރުވެި މި  ނިންމާފަ. އހެެންވީމާ، އަޅގުަނޑުމެންނަށް  އެ ބޭފުޅާއަށް ދެންނވެުމަށް ވާނީ ކޮމިޓީން

އހެެ ކަނޑއަެޅުން.  ސުނގްަޑއިއެް  ނިންމުމގުެ  ވކަިގޮތަކަށް  މައްސލަަ  އަޅގުަމި  އިއްޒަތްތރެި  ނނވްީމާ،  ޑު 

އެ މަސއަްކަމެންބރަުންނަށް  މި  އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  ދވުަހަކަށްތޯ  ކޮން  ހުށހަެޅުމަށް،  ހުޅވުލާަން  ނިންމާނީ. ބަ  ތް 

 ބރަު ޔޫނުސް. އއިްޒަތްތރެި މެން

 

 ވާހަކަދއެްކވެުން:  ޢލަީ  ޔޫނުސް  މެންބރަު ދއާރިގާެ  ހޮޅުދޫ

 އާދެ! ހޯމަ ދވުަސް. ވަނަ ދުވހަު އަޅގުަނޑު ހުށހަަޅަން.  28ވަނަ ދވުަސް ކހިިނެއްތޯ.   28މި 

 

 ވހާަކަދއެްކވެުން: ސަނީފް  اللهޢަބްދު މެންބރަު  ދއާރިާގެ ދެކުނު ތިނަދޫ

 ތރެި މެންބރަު ޔޫނުސް އެ ހުށހަެޅއުވްި ހުށހަެޅުމަށް ތާއީދުކރުަން.ޒަތްއއިް

 

 ރިޔާސަތުން ވާހަކަދއެްކެވުން: 

ނޯޓުކޮށލްަދއެް މި  ސަނީފް.  މެންބރަު  އއިްޒަތްތރެި  ޔޫނުސް،  މެންބރަު  އއިްޒަތްތރެި  ހޯ  28ވާ  ޝުކރުއިްޔާ  މަ  ވާ 

ގަކޮށްލަން ބޭނުނވްީ މި ކޮމިޓީން އއިްޔެ   އަޅގުަނޑު ފހާަދވެަނަ ކަމަކަށް   .ދވުހަަކީ މި މަސައްކަތުގެ ސުނގްަޑި ކަމަށް

ރޭ ނިންމި އަނހްެނއެްގެ    ނޫން އިހަށް ދވުހަުގެ  މީޑއިގާައި ދއަުރވުަމުންދިޔަ ބ.ގއޮިދޫ  މައްސަލއައެް. އއެީ ސޯޝަލް 

ޖިންސީ މި  ދެން  ތު ޕޯސްޓއެް.  ގޯނާކުރިކަމގުެ  އިންހު  އޭނައަށް  އަދި  އޭނަޞާމަތއާި  އަދި  ނލުިބި  އަށް  އޭނަގެ،  ފު 

މަ މި  ޢުލިބިފއަވިާ  ވެސް  ކުދިންނަށް  އެހެން  ރަށގުެ  އެ  ކުދިންނަށް،  އަންހެން  ބއަވިަރު  ވަރަށް  ތރެގޭައި  ލޫމާތގުެ 

އިމި  ޖިންސީ ގޯނާ   އިދޭ މުދއަރްިސއެްގެ  ވަރުޢާން ކިޔަޤު ،  މާމގުެ ފރަާތުންމހީގާެ ފރަާތުން، އެއީ ކުރގީެ މިސްކިތު 

ލި އޭ  ބިފއަވިާފރަާތުން  އަދި  ކޮންސރަނެކަމާއި  ދާކަމާނގަެ  ވެސް  ލިބެމުން  އެ  އް  މިހރާު  އިތރުުން  އޭގެ  އަދި  އި 

ފާޅުކު ފިކުރު  އޭނގަެ  މީނަ  ވހާަކަ. ދެން  ރުމައްސލައަގިައި  ނރުައްކާތަކގުެ  ހުރި  ގުޅގިެން  ފަޅއާރަވުާލުމާ  މއާި މިކަން 

ންނަށް، އޭނައަށާއި އޭނަގެ  ފަދަ ކުދިގުތަށް އެއއެްކަމަކީ ވަގުތުން ވަ  ތިންކަމއެް ނިންމިން އެ ދވުަހު.ނޑުމެން  އަޅގުަ

ފޯރުކޮށްދޭން  އއާި ސަޕޯޓް  ސޯޝަލް  ސއަިކޯ  ބޭނުނވްާ  ކުދިންނަށް  އެ  ވާނަމަ  ކުދިން  އެހެން  މިފަދަ  އަދި  ލާއަށާއި 

އެކްޓވިޭޓްވުން. ދވެަނަ ކަމަކަށް މި ކޮމި މިހރާު ވެ  3ޓީއަށް  ދއަލުަތް  އޮތް  ފަ ދވުަސްތރެގޭއަި މި މައްސަލއަގިައި  އި 

ސް ދއަުލަގޮތއެް،  އަޅގުަނޑުމެންނަށް  ޓޭޓަސްއއެް  ތރެގޭައި  ދުވަސް  ފަސް  އަދި  އަނގްއަިދިނުން.  އިދރާާތަކުން  ތގުެ 

މުއއަްސަސާތަކު ހރުިހާ  ފިޔވަަޅުތއަްން ދއަލުަތގުެ  އަޅަންޖހެޭ  ގުޅޭގޮތުން  މިކަމާ  އެ     މި    ފިޔވަަޅުތއަް   އަޅާފއަި، 



  

މގިޮ ނިންމިން.  ތިންކަމެއް  އިންފޯމްކރުުން. މި  އެކި  ކޮމިޓީއަށް  އއިްޔގެެ  ނިންމުން، މި  މި  ގުޅގިެން  ނިންމުމާ  ތަށް 

ހަމަ  ވގަު އިންބޮކްސް  އަޅގުަނޑގުެ  ފހާގަަކޮށލްަން  ހަމަ  އަޅގުަނޑު  ފެށުމުން  ދއަުރވުާން  ޚަބރަުތަކުގއަި  އެކި  ތގުއަި 

ފރުއިްޖެ އާއލިާތަކުން  ގާތގްަނޑަކަށް  ބއަވިރަު  ވރަަށް  ކުދިންނއާި  ބއަިވރަު  ވރަަށް  ރަށު،ހަމަ  .  ބ.  އެ  ގއޮިދޫ  ހަމަ 

ތިމަންނައަށް މހިެން ހެދއިޭ.   ތިމަންނަ ދަންނަ މހީަކަށް  އިން އެބަ ބުނަމުނގްެންދޭ ތިމަންނަމެނގްެ އއާިލގާއަި، ނޫނީ 

ތިމަން ހެދއިޭ.  ހަމަނަމހިެން  ހެދއިޭ.  މިހެން  ރަށްޓެއްސަކަށް  އެއގްެ  އެކެ  ގެ  ފރަާތުން.    އްފަރާތުން،  މހީއެްގެ 

ލަތގުއަޭ އަސލްު މި އޮތީ. އއެީ އއެްކަމަކީ އެ  ޙާ އެންމެން، މުޅި ރަށް މި އޮތީ ގވޮާ    މެންތިމަންނަމހިރާު  އހެެނވްީމާ،  

ކުދިން  އެ  ވޭނއާި  އެދާ  ތަޙއަްމލަުކރުަމުން  ލިބެމުން،  އާއލިާތަކަށް  އެ  ތާޒވާަމުން  ޚިޔާލުތއަް    ދުވަސްތަކގުެ 

އުނދގަޫ. މހިާރު   ލިބިބޮޑވުެ، ބޮޑެތި އަނހްެނުންދެން  ތަޙއަްމލަުކރުަމުން އެދާ  ، މހީުންނާއި އިނދެ  ނަށވްެ، ދރަިން 

އި  ހިތްވރަު ލިބގިެން ދެން ދއަްކަން ފެށުމާއެ ކޮންމވެެސް މހީަކު މި ވާހަކަ ދއެްކުމުން  ،ތިބި މހީުން. އެހެންނަމވަެސް

ވިޔަ ކަމގުއަި  ނުލިބުން  ހިތވްަރު  ދިރއިުޅުމަށް  އަދި  މހިާރގުެ  އއެްޗއެް  ފރޮވުާފައވިާ  ސިކުނޑގީއަި  އެ  ސް 

ކުރަމުން. އަދި އަޅގުަނޑު ހިތުން އަޅގުަނޑަށް ރގޭައި މަދަނީ ޖަމްޢއިްޔއާަކުން  ޞާއްޙިރަމުންދާ ވހާަކަ ދަނީ  އަސރަުކު 

ގަޑއިއެގްއަި.  ވެސް ގުޅި   ލަސް  ފާހގަަކުރަމުން  ހއާރިު މަޖލިހީގުއަި އަޅގުަނޑު އުޅެނިކޮކަން   11:30ވރަަށް  ށް. ހަމަ 

އއެީ މި ވހާަކަތއަް ވރަަށް ބޮޑަށް ދެކވެޭނެތާ.  އާދެ!   ؛ގއަި ވެސް މި ބއައެް ކުދިން ސވުިސައިޑލަް ވހާިސާބު ގެންދިޔަ  

ފެށީ ދއަްކަން  އހެެންއެންމެން  ވަރަށް  ޖެހޭ  ޙާ  ކހަލަަ   މަ  އެބަ  ދާނީ. އހެެންވީމާ، އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  ނޫންތއޯޭ  ލަތަކަށް 

އަޅު ބ.ގއޮިމިއަށވްރުެ  މިހރާު  އއެީ  ކުރަން.  ސްޓރްޯނގްް  ރެސްޕޯންސް  އަޅުގަނޑުމެނގްެ  ބލޫުކުރާ  ޤަގަނޑު  ދގޫއަި 

މިފަދަ   ހއަރިާނއެްނުވާނަން.  އަޅގުަނޑު  އަންނަނީ.  މި  ކރުީމަ  ކަމގުއަި  މި  ކުދިންތަކެއް  ބއަވިަރު  ލަތއެް  ޙާގޮތުން 

މިކަމާ  ތިބި  ދިމވާެފއަި   ވެސް  ކުދިން  ތިބި  ރަށރްަށގުައި  ޗއަިލްޑް  ގުޅވުއަގިެއހެެން  ގުޅވުައގިެން  މިކަމާ  ން، 

ވިކްޓި އެބިއުސގްެ  އަސެކްޝއުލަް  ފެށުން.  ދައްކަން  ވހާަކަތއަް  މި  ކުދިން  ތިބި  ވެފައި  މި  މްސްއަށް  ނހްެނުން 

ސްތަވހާަކަ ވރަަށް  ލވެެލގްެ  ނެޝަނލަް  ފެށުން.  ދއަްކަން  ރެސްޕޯންސއެް  އް  ކޯޑިނޭޓެޑް  ރެސްޕޯންސއެް،  ޓރްޯނގްް 

ކޮމިޓީކަށވަރަުކޮ އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  ކުރަންޖހެޭ.  ށްދޭން  އެބަ  ކަންތައްތއަް  ކރުަންޖހެޭ  މއުއަްސަސާތަކަށް  ން  ދއަލުަތުގެ 

ލީނިއަންސީބރާު  ބރާއުަޅަނޏްާ،   މިދޭ  އާންމުކޮށް  އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  ދީ  ނުޗެހި  އއެް  ދުވަސްތަކއާިއއާި    އަޅގުަނޑުމެން 

އެ ޖހެޭ.  އެބަ  ބރާއުަޅަން  ކރުަން  ރެސްޕޯންޑް  އަޅގުަނޑު  އވަަހަށް  އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  ހާޖަ  2ހެނވްީމާ،  އިރު 

އަޅގުަނޑު  ކަ ޖަސްޓިސް ބލިގުެ މަސައްބއަްދލަުކރުާއރިު ޖވުެނއަިލް  ބައްދލަުކުރއާރިު ކޮންމެވެސް ވރަަކަށް  ތް ކުރަން 

ހުށަހަޅާ ކަންކަން  ބއައެް  ބޭފުޅުންނަށް  ތި  ވަލަން،  މަޝވްރަާކޮށލްާފއަި  މި  ވަގުތުން  އަޅގުަނޑުމެންމި  ނަށް  ގުތަށް 

އަޅގުަނޑުމެން ފައްޓާފއަވިާ މަސއަްކަތއެގްެ   .ވީކރުަންޖހެިދާނެ. އެހެނވްީމާ، އެ ވހާަކަ އަޅގުަނޑު ދަންނވަލާަން ބޭނުން

ބޭފުޅަކު   އިތރުު  ކަމގުއަި  މި  ލިބިފއަވިާނަމަ  ޢުމައއެވްެސް  އަޕްޑޭޓް.  އެދެން.  ޞާއްޙިލޫމާތއެް  ކޮށްލަދއެވްުން 

 އއިްޒަތްތރެި މެންބރަު އިމްތިޔާޒް.



  

 

 ވހާަކަދެއްކވެުން:   ފހަުމީ އިމްތިޔާޒު  މެންބރަު ދއާިރގާެ  އުތރުު މާފަންނު

ރގޭައި   ވެސް  އަޅގުަނޑަށް  ޝުކރުިއްޔާ.  މުޤއަްރރިު،  ވިދާޅވުާ،    ހަމަ   ކރުވެުނު ޞާ އްޙިއއިްޒަތްތރެި  ތި  ސީދާ 

މއާއެގްެ ތެރގޭއަި، ވަރަށް  މަތުކރުާ މހީގާެ ފރަާތުން ވިކްޓިމއަިޒވްެފއަި ހުރި ފެމލިީ. މހިާރު އެ ފެމލިީ ބޮޑު ޓްރޯހުތު

ހިތާމއަގިއަި މހިރާު   ކްގެ ޕޯސްޓްކުރި ކުއްޖާއަށް  އިނގޭތޯ. އެ ގޭ މހިރާު އއެްކަލަ ފޭސްބު  ނުނިދާ، ނުކއަި، އެކަމގުެ 

އެ    . އޭނގަެ ދައްތަ ކއަރިީގއަި އެ ސްޓޯރީ ކިޔައިދިނީމަ އޭނަ،ފހަގުއަި ހަމަ މގިޮތަށް ވެފއަި ހުރި އެހެން ފެމލިއީއެް

އެ ބއަް  އްކޮށްފެމލިީ  ވެސް  އަޅގުަނޑއާި  ހަޒްބެރޭގއަި  މހީގާެ  އަނހްެން  ކުރި  މައްސލަަ  .  ވެސް  ންޑްދލަު  މި  ހަމަ 

ބއަި ގޮތގުައި،  މައްސަލއައެް  ބޮޑު  މހީުންނަށް ވރަަށް  އެ  ވިކްޓިމއަިޒވްެފއަވިާކަން  ކުދިން  އިތރުު    ވަރު  ވެސް 

ކއުްޖާ    ކަން އެ މހިެން ބހެުނީތވީެ، އެ  އއެް ކުއްޖަކާ  ލޫމާތު ލިބެނީ. މި ދެންނވެި ފެމލިީގެޢުމަވެސް  ފެމލިީސްތަކުން  

 ޑު ހިތާމައއެގްއަި. ނީމަ މހިާރު މުޅި ގެ ވަރަށް ބޮސީދާ ދލުުން ކިޔއަިދި

 

 ރިޔާސަތުން ވާހަކަދއެްކެވުން: 

ޖހައާިރު    2ލޫމާތު ވެސް ރޭގއަި އަޅގުަނޑަށް ވެސް ލިބުނު. ދެން އެހެނވްީމާ، އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  ޢުއިތރުު ކޭސަސގްެ މަ

މަޖިލހީގުެ  އަޅގުަނޑު  އްދލަުކޮށލްއާިރު  ބަ އިތުރަށް  ކުޑަކޮށް  ކުއިސިއްޔަޙަވެސް  މަޖލިީހގުެ  ކަންކަން  ރެވޭނެތުން   ،

ވީ  ބީ  މޭ  މަޝްވރަާކޮށްލާފއަި،  އަޅގުަނޑު  ވެސް  އިޝޫސް ން  ކޭ  ރައީސާ  ސަމް  ވެސް  ދެއްތޯ  ޓޭކް  މހިާރު   .

އެ  އަޅާފއަި  ފިޔަވަޅުތއަް  ބއައެް  އެކަ  އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  އާދއަިގެ    މަކުހުރީ.  މއިީ  ހވީަނީ  އަޅގުަނޑަށް 

މޮނިޓރަކުރު ބާރު  ޖަވާބުދރާީކރުުވުމގުެ،  ފހަރަު އެޅުނީ  މގުެ  ތަންކޮޅެއް  ކަމަކަށް  މިއަށވްރުެ  ނވުެދާނެއޭ.  ގއަި 

ޖެހިދާ ބރާއުަޅލާަން  ބޮޑަށް  ކރުުމަށް  ކަންކަން  އވަަހަށް  ނޫނީ  އުޅލެަންޖހެިދާނެ.  ބޮޑަށް  ކަމައަޅގުަނޑުމެން    ށް ނެ 

ބއަި  ރެވޭތީ.  ބލޫުކުޤަ ތިމި  ރަސްމީ  އިށީންދެ  އަޅގުަނޑުމެން  ނިމުނީ.  ބއަްދލަުކޮށލްާނަން    ގެންބެބއަްދަލވުުމގުެ 

 ދަންނވަާލަންދއެވްާ. ތެންކިއު. ން ޗޭންޖވްލެީމައަޅގުަނޑުމެ ބޭފުޅުންނަށްއެ   ހެނވްީމާ،އިނގޭތޯ. އހެެނވްީމާ، އެ

 

Chairman speaking: 

Thank you so much Dr.Muneer, Naeem for responding to my request very late 

yesterday. But yesterday evening the committee has finished our review of the bill on 

child protection. Of course, there is one more day of stake holder discussions. And we 

are still open to comments from stake holders. But there is from the committee side we 

have complete consensus on everything, on all propositions and our positions as well 

which is, which makes this very easy to work with. But there is one article, one 

proposition that the committee wants to discuss with expert stake holders and people 

who can guide us better on why that provision is proposed the way it is, and that is on 



  

abolishing capital punishment for children. And so, we, that the committee requested 

from me to help facilitate some expect opinion on this for us to deliberate. There is no 

time for us to compile a paper on this. And we thought it will be much better, I felt it 

would be much better that we discussed in person, if institutions would give us some 

time to sit through this. This is an informal meeting. The new parliament standing order 

allow us for this, which is great. And so, we can speak as open in as candidly and we 

can rest all our concerns through meetings like this. This is very useful for the kind of 

work that we have to do. So, thank you once again for accommodating my very 

informal, very late request. And thank you committee members for everyone except one 

member is here. So, you can see the commitment. So, if any committee members 

doesn’t; already have a question, I open the floor to you 

 

10:00 UNICEF representative Dr. M. Munir A. Safieldin speaking: 

Well thank you very much. We really appreciate giving our sincere opportunity to meet 

with you and to discuss this issue. And let me probably go directly into this specific 

oblige with regard to the prohibition of the enforcement of capital punishment on 

children. And number one of the reasons why we believe this has to be sustained in the 

bill from UNICEF point of view is that the Maldives is one of the signatures to the 

convention on the rights of the child. And article 37 of the convention on the article of 

the CRC prohibits the enforcement of subjecting children to capital punishment. And 

when the Maldives actually ratified the CRC did not register any reservation was regard 

to this article. So, as a state in Maldives obliged to comply was on the articles of the 

CRC to which you did not register any reservation. And I think you will know that 

Maldives registered to two reservations is regarded to the convention. One of them is 

related to the adoption, and the other one is related to the freedom of religion. Other 

than that, the national community and the committee which oversees the 

implementation of the convention of the rights would expect as we do that Maldives 

will comply with this one. The second point is that it’s a matter of also consistency with 

the national laws in the Maldives. I understand that any person under the age of 18 

cannot get a driving license. Any person under the age of 18 cannot vote. And if you 

say any person under the age of 18 is subject to punish, capital punishment you will 

have to explain to everyone else. Specially in the international community. They will 

say to you simply you believe the person under the age of 18 is too young to have a 

driving license, too young to vote but old enough to be executed. So, I think it’s a 

matter of consistency. Your laws say that issues like driving license, voting cannot be 

practice by a person under the age of 18. And I think it become really difficult for 

anyone to I am very found to comprehend how a person cannot be be given a driving 

license can be hanged and can be executed. So, it’s a matter of consistency with all 



  

national laws. And the third point is where now we are in the countries which are 

govern by sharia or law many countries are reviewing this. And many countries have 

changed the laws and they have included in the national laws of that the children under 

the age of 18 are not subjected to capital punishment. And the countries which is still 

continue that are very few and they are consider the exception like the Islamic republic 

of Iran. And they are under tremendous criticize internally, not even you know 

externally. And there is a lot of literature among the Muslim scholars, which clearly 

speaks to this point. You know, I know people many scholars they talk about how to 

define a child. They define a child according to bloom or property, which has biological 

science rather than link to age. But this is changing specially in you law, you have not 

used term puberty. You have specified, defined the child on the basis of the age. So, all 

the arguments some of the Muslim scholars have been using upon on the basis of 

thinking the definition of childhood to puberty are not relevant I would say it in your 

own national law, which has moved a step forward and linked the definition of the child 

to an age rather than science of puberty. Also, number of Muslim scholars have been 

very clearly saying that it’s not about puberty, it’s about something else. It’s not wudu 

according to in Arabic language. It’s so called rushd or the maturity, the mental 

maturity of the person and they have quote it and I have some resources. I would be 

happy to share with you that they say even for an often to be given custody and control 

over his or her inherited wells. It’s not linked to puberty only. It’s linked to puberty 

together was the mental development and capacity which is call  rushd.  

And this is very clear in the Quran.  ْلهَُم نْهُمْ رُشْداً فٱَدفَْعوُٓاْ إلِيَْهِمْ أمَْوََٰ  only one who see فإَنِْ ءَانَسْتمُ م ِ

from these orphan children rushd the ability to manage their money well give them their 

money back to control before that the custody to control over the money of the all the 

wealth’s of an orphan wouldn’t be given to him or her because the likelihood of 

misusing the money in a very irresponsible way. So, I think if you looked at these 

things in Islamic Fiqh of jurisprudence they rank what are the priorities protecting the 

life of a human being is more important than protecting the wealth or the money. And if 

by way of protecting the money of the wealth’s of an orphan Quran does not allow us to 

give the child who has not shown maturity and wisdom in his or her decision not to give 

them control of their money. Can we say we are consistence with the Islamic law by 

saying we don’t do that, we don’t give them their money, we don’t give them the 

driving license, we don’t give them the right way but we can send them to execution. I 

think there is an issue here of consistency with Islamic jurisprudence and consistency 

with your national laws and definitely consistency was regard to your commitment as a 

state regarding the CRC. 

 

UNICEF programme specialist Mohamed Naeem speaking: 



  

I think those are the main arguments that we have to see that the rectification of the 

CRC and then the re-consistency with laws that we were discussing that. Mainly those 

are the good arguments that we can have in terms of in addressing this issue. Also, the 

way it’s written in the current draft the way it’s written it also leaves a very it gives a 

very ambiguous argument like it says that a child cannot be prosecuted or cannot be 

subjected to death penalty or capital punishment. But then it also leaves the space for 

that it can be applied once the child becomes 18. Because it doesn’t talk about the crime 

that was committed as a child. So, I think there is something that we also need to 

actually correct in it. Because it leaves a lot of ambiguities for deciding, delaying the 

resolution. so, I think those are the things that I had observed in specifically for that 

argument. 

 

Chairmen Speaking: 

In the current draft, the draft proposes address the ambiguities that you are talking about. 

So, child offence committed by the child, a child cannot be held accountable for offence 

committed by the child person when the person was a child. So, it’s addressed and it 

goes on further to say that the article goes on to say the next it refers to the penal code 

and the next most strict penalty will be applied not exactly as it is ¾ of the penalty will 

be applied. And so that is what, that is the probation is and so do you have any 

questions?  I have two actually. So, I understand that there were lot of discussions lots 

of stake holders were consulted in various stages for this bill, for this draft bill that we 

have. After the discussions it is really interesting that this has survived so many stake 

holder meetings. Everyone with an interest for and with a child has proposed the 

prohibition for capital punishment of children to be there in the bill. And so, I am really 

interested to know what would generally, since you are part of the stake holder 

discussions anyone led some of the stake holder discussions. But generally, were the 

discussion around it and was it discussed. Because if there was, if this was such a 

contentious issue, I believe this would not have been in the draft in the first place. 

Because everyone in the field has been consulted as far as I have been informed. 

Second one I understand that you also consulted children on this UNICEF, in a 

UNICEF led initiative children were consulted on this bill on this draft. And I was 

wondering if this was discussed and if so, what did they have to say.  

 

UNICEF representative Dr. M. Munir A. Safieldin speaking: 

In terms of the consultation we had at different stages, three different consultations with 

adults on under the bill. And we did and discuss about this particular article and almost 

everyone that we have discussed felt that it should not be held. Because the discussion 

was basically on that they often see adults getting children in to those crimes rather than 



  

the children themselves leading it. So, the concern was that penal code also does not 

recognize those kinds of offences, offence where adults explore children and get into 

those kinds of crimes. So, our the most of the discussion was around that saying that we 

need to actually whenever possible to amend the penal code we need to actually work 

on that and see how we can bring those elements into the penal code as well. So, the 

adults, most of the tasks that we discuss felt that, that it should not be the children 

should not secure or should not be subjected to capital punishment. We asked the 

children about it like how they feel about it and it wasn’t a long discussion but most of 

them said they don’t, they don’t know if a child will do that when they understand what 

they are doing that was the basic argument this they had and saying that children who 

may have committed or have participated in a crime like this may not have known 

exactly what they were doing. They will not have that capacity to realize what the 

consequences will be and I think it will be interesting to talk to some of the minors who 

are now in custody to actually understand how they felt about it after wards once they 

have committed those crimes. Because from that children they were very sure that 

children will not understand what they were doing at that age.  

 

Chairmen Speaking: 

That itself shows so much maturity. Yeah. The third question was we were wondering 

one of the discussions that we had during while we were debating on this, on this topic 

was how many children are we talking about you know, in terms of how many children 

have committed an offence for which they should get death as per the law they have 

been sentenced to death penalty because from what we understand it’s about almost 

three hundred. Only three hundred children in conflict with the or law in the juvenile 

justice system. And there are series of crimes or series of illegal activities that they are 

involve in a living, they’ve been used for and none of these statistics of JJU is not 

talking about any of the offences that would call for death penalty. So, something that I 

have being trying to say consistently let’s not make laws for the exception. Let’s not 

say okay there are some kids who have committed offence, who have committed these 

kinds of offences. Why are we making laws for the exception? And so, I wanted to 

know how many children in the past that we are talking about? 

 

UNICEF programme specialist Mohamed Naeem speaking: 

I think if we take specific cases like let’s say we take the case of Humaam. If we take a 

specific case when Humaam was in conflict with law and in the Juvenile justice system 

he was one of the children who was in Feydhoofinolhu for the rehabilitation what that 

was been laid by JJU and the police at that time. The councilor’s as well as the other 

people who were providing was giving the programs, runnind the programs there in 



  

Feydhoofinolhu felt that he doesn’t have, he can be exploited into a crime like this. For 

one he doesn’t have any empathy. He don’t feel empathy and some of the fights that 

was happened between the boys who was there in Feydhoofinolhu we all felt that he 

needed a very specific treatment, very specific treatment for him to actually live in a 

society. We elated we flatted we were talking about it very often we were talking about 

it, especially when he was about to leave the place because he was, he was turning 

Eighteen. And I think it was to within a the week that he turn eighteen that he was 

removed from Feydhoofinolhu and send back to the family. And I don’t think it took 

long for him to be exploited in to committing that crime or become part of it. So, it 

shows that even the way if you that we have people can identify the capacity the mental 

the thinking the psychological problems that they have. So, even we take examples like 

this it’s not that they had that intension, or they have that thinking to murder a person. 

But then people can exploit. Because they have the other coming of psychological 

problems that they have. So, I think we also need to look at some of these cases to 

understand those who have been part of these serious crimes to understand like what 

had led them into these and even if you look at the other minor cases, most of them had 

been in the system as victim’s. Victims of violence they have been neglected. They 

have been if they have experience abuse as children and if you look at the major 

majority of them who are in the JJU list if you have a compare that with the services 

that was provided by Gender Ministry in terms of addressing the violence that they 

were experiencing you can see lot of them had been in the system but not provided that 

relevant support through out for them to survive and become not go into the into a 

unacceptable behavior in those that side of the... So, I think, I think we really need to 

look at the whole system and say is a gap not, I mean not having a capital punishment 

for children will it get more children into committing serious crimes? I don’t think so. 

Because those who have committed those crimes if you look at them it’s again a 

weakness on the system for preventing that. So, so prevention and treating them when 

they have a problem is much better than putting as you said an exceptional clause an 

exceptional rule to say like if they have like just one case or even like; so I think we 

need to consider that the rehabilitation and those services, the prevention services if 

what I have also like to highlight whenever you talk to like average person or somebody 

who don’t have this information these people are afraid that children might start 

committing they might take advantage. But they don’t what they don’t consider is again 

that adults are the people who get them into committing these crimes. They have 

somebody some an adult who can really strategize, think, plane and then get the 

children to execute it. So, so I think we need to really look into those issues.  

 

UNICEF representative Dr. M. Munir A. Safieldin speaking: 



  

If I may have you know coming back to your question about the statistics on numbers, 

yes! on average if you look at 2017, 2018 the average number of children who went 

through JJU is about three hundred and plus. Yes! 365. Which my calculation is 

definitely on average less than one child per day even of the year. You know children 

committing crime offences not serious crimes like murder. And if you want to see or 

look at how many children have committed murder, I would say 2017, 2018 to the best 

of my knowledge zero. Okay. So, if you try to take the average number of children who 

committed serious crimes or offences that if they were not children, they would have 

been subjected it to commit the punishment over the last five years. I would say 

probably one percent not more than that. And what’s talking about exceptional cases 

that even the publicly know X, Y by name. So, it’s the exception. Children who have 

been involved in like murder or any serious crime that if they were not children, they 

would have been subjected to capital punishment I would say the for last five years is 

one percent if not less. So, it’s an exception. Then number two which is extremely 

important for all of us to understand that when a child commits a crime it means we as a 

society have failed to protect the child. Have failed to protect the child from you know 

committing a crime, by understanding you know the legal consequences by upbringing 

the child in a loving, caring, a protective environment. Or we have failed the child by 

leaving him/her victim to manipulation by criminals. And this is the whole purpose of 

the bill on the protection of children. It’s to protect them and through protecting them 

protecting the society. Some people they believe through penalizing people you protect 

the society. Which is completely wrong. By protecting the child, we need to protect the 

whole society. And that’s I think the logic. And what is very important is through this 

bill to emphasize the need for effective crime prevention. Juvenile crime prevention 

program in the Maldives which does not exist. And we do have and we are all aware 

unfortunately of the fact that our gangs actively going out to the poor islands recruiting 

boys and girls. Bringing them here, using them. And unfortunately, there is no any 

effective penalty to stop these gangs from doing that. And I don’t think it is fair to say 

we wait until we catch one of the children who are being exploited by these gangs red 

handed. And we take, we make him an example of how serious we can be in punishing 

a child. So, that’s I think the rational.  

 

Dhangethi constituency member Mohamed Nazim speaking: 

Sorry I was a little late today. I have heard what you have said, the both of you have 

said. Thankyou you very much. I think I was the person who actually initiated the 

including a clause regarding death penalty. I mean I am also not a big fan of you know 

including that. But still we would like to find out as a community what is your opinion 

and what is in other countries like in Muslim countries or other western countries do 



  

they have a clause regarding this capital punishment for juvenile? I mean young 

children under 18. And we consider like 15 years now. We have been considering that. 

15 years as a juvenile okay. So… 

 

Chairman speaking: 

Juvenile 15 for criminal justice… 

 

Dhangethi constituency member Mohamed Nazim speaking: 

Yes, criminal liabilities. So, there is the reason why I raised that issue is that I mean that 

we need to have a clause to deter even the children. You know in Maldives I think 

because of the nature and the availability of facilities like internet grade 10 students like 

those who are studying in school, they finish school at the age of 16 now. Basically, 

they do O’level. So, by the time at grade 8, they will be like say 13 years. So, by the 

time its grade 8, they have excess to all the facilities now. Social media plus internet. So, 

they go through and get all the information. So, my argument was that we still could 

have a clause saying that even though they are juveniles, when they reach 18 and above 

there will be a punishment. There will be a punishment so that they will deter. Even the 

parents they will also be informed about the bill. I mean if we have a clause saying that 

okay they, even when they grow up and when they go above 18 there is a punishment 

for them. Okay, so when we create awareness among the parents and the parents will 

also inform the children. Okay as you don’t have an added advantage being a child for 

crimes. Okay 13 or 18. So, that was the argument basically. So, my argument was why 

don’t we have that clause saying that okay when you are above 18 even if you have 

committed a crime below 18 years, but still it is punishable. Because you will be 

punished. I mean in Maldives I mean even though it is in the law as a capital 

punishment we never had those. We never had a capital punishment in Maldives so far. 

In long ago we had but not anymore. So, the president has the extreme powers to do 

that. So why don’t we have that as a clause to deter children but I am sure that will not 

be executed. This is an argument you know. You know as a 100% Muslim country we 

also need to relate to our shariah as well. Why in shariah it says that every, all offences 

are you know punishable. You know if you make an offence, the crime it is punishable. 

So, whether it is a child or it is an adult doesn’t matter basically. So, we just want to 

discourage that. That was the argument. I mean I am not a big fan of capital punishment. 

I am not saying that. But the reason why I was raising the issue is that let’s keep it as a 

deterrent. So, just to deter. So now in Maldives as I have said earlier even the 13-year 

child is, they have a lot of knowledge now. Because being excess, they are having 

excess to internet. Even I mean if you take as if you do a survey basically everyone 

above 12 or 10 basically has a phone now. A mobile phone, the latest mobile phone. So, 



  

we have, people have excess to all this. So, when they have excess, they go through 

internet and they search and they do, they have a lot of knowledge to do it. So, and then 

in your opinion what do you think rely on. I am sure that I have done a research yet. But 

have you done a research on the other, about other countries why, whether they have 

this in their laws or any of that sort? Thank you very much you know. 

 

UNICEF programme specialist Mohamed Naeem speaking: 

Maybe for the sake of responding forgive me if I may have to repeat some of the things 

I have said in his absence. No, no it’s alright. Definitely you should not include any 

capital punishment for children. And I have shared my arguments. 1- Here in the 

Maldives you have defined a child as any person under 18. And that’s why a person 

under 18 will not have a driving license. Would not be given the right to vote. So, you 

tell a child that I can’t give you a driving license because you are too young. I can’t 

give you the right to vote because you are too young. But I can kill you, I can execute 

you. You are not too young for being executed. This is very inconsistent with your own 

laws. Which have defined the rights of the child based on his/her age. So, there is an 

inconsistency here. Secondly you have as a state an obligation under international law. 

Maldives is a signatory to the convention on the rights of the child. Article 37 of the 

convention on the rights of the child prohibits the punishing children under any law that 

is under capital punishment. And you as a country where you never had any reservation 

to this article. You had two reservations to the article of CRC. Which one of them is 

related to adoption and the other one relates to the freedom of religion. So, the 

international community understands that you have an obligation and they will hold you 

accountable to it. And international forum in every 5 years you have to submit a report 

to the committee which is responsible for overseeing the implementation of this. And 

you will be subjected to a lot of questioning by the international community. Fairly I 

would say shariah law does not make a child punishable under hudhoodh. Hudhoodh is 

under shariah law applicable only for a person who is an adult. Who is not a child. And 

there is a very clear statement from the prophet Mohamed SAW. 3 categories of people 

are not accountable for their deeds. And one of those 3 categories he said and a child 

until he/she reaches puberty and rushd. Now some countries in the Muslim world over 

the last few years were defining childhood you know as per puberty or linking the 

definition of childhood to reaching puberty. Which is a biological can of thing rather 

than age. But now almost all the countries have moved away of this. Because it is 

always a challenge for a judge in a court to argue whether this child specific case has 

reached puberty or not. Because it’s left to the discretion of the judge rather than telling 

the judge it’s the age. Now countries have moved into defining childhood not in relation 

to puberty which it variates from one person to the other. But to child to an age. And in 



  

the Maldives, you have adopted that principle. In your law you are defining a child per 

age not to any other thing. So, to be very inconsistent now say yes, I define human 

being as a child, and I have committed myself to the international law that a child will 

not be subject to capital punishment. But now I am doing something different. It will be 

very inconsistent actually in the logic actually you have used in your national laws as 

well. And most importantly now even in shariah law, more and more Muslim scholars 

are insisting that when it comes to the minimum age of criminal responsibility it’s the 

best interest of everyone and it is consistent with the Rahma with the mercy of Islam to 

define childhood based on rushd mental maturity rather than biological maturity. And 

this is a trend now it’s going among the Muslim scholars and I have a few quotations I 

will be happy to share with you on that one. Now which countries are still subjecting 

children to capital punishment? I will give you 3 names and I will tell you; you will 

never want to be associated with these countries. Its Saudi Arabia. You want to be 

associated with their human rights record. Yemen which is the biggest chaos on planet 

earth. Okay, I had the opportunity of serving Yemen for 4 years and I know how their 

prisons look like. And the 3rd country which has now made a change is Iran. I also 

served there for 3 years. Iran until 3 years ago were subjecting children to capital 

punishment. Now they made a change and UNICEF was associated with this change, 

where they said children cannot be executed. But the problem there was still 

unaddressed that they detain a child who commits a serious crime specially like murder. 

They commit if he/she is a sorry, the detained person if he is 16/15 they will detain the 

person until he/she reaches 18 and they will be executed. And I met so many of the 

children who are waiting on the death row. Waiting for execution for many years. And 

in Iran there is an outcry by everyone that this is inhuman. You are already destroying 

the life of the person keeping the person awaiting for death. And you don’t understand 

the mental suffering and the disorder you are causing. This is very inconsistent with 

Islamic law. In Islam the prophet Mohamed SAW said even if you want to slaughter a 

goat or an animal don’t make it suffer. And now we want to slaughter a human being 

and make him suffer for many years waiting for the execution. And one morning at 

dawn time with Fajr prayer someone will open the gate of the cell and take the child out 

for execution. These are the countries which are violating children rights and human 

rights. And I hope Maldives will not be listed as one of them.  

 

Dhangethi constituency member Mohamed Nazim speaking: 

I think it is very very informative information you have given. The basically the reason 

why we had this discussion is you know by end of this bill, the clerics or the people 

who are support this will question us. So that we would like to get information, so that 

we will also be able to answer them. Okay, why we didn’t include that clause. So, I 



  

think I am basically I am very convinced with because of the experience and what you 

have shared with us. So that I will be able to explain to them. Okay, these are the 

reasons why we didn’t include that in the bill. So, thank you very much.  

 

Chairman speaking: 

Let me just, thank you so much Munir and Naeem. This is so helpful to us in so many 

ways. Not just as MPs but as human beings. I am glad that committee is here and we 

are all and we know what we are doing and why we are doing what we are doing. So, I 

am just very happy that you gave us this time, and this is very enlightening. And I 

request from the secretariat to kindly make an opinion note based on this discussion for 

this clause. So, that there is, it is there in the commentary of Majilis documents or 

relating to this bill. So, there will be, yes sure. 

 

UNICEF representative Dr. M. Munir A. Safieldin speaking: 

Well Thank you very much and we are very much pleased that you have invited us for 

this consultation and we honestly expect a lot from this committee. This is my 3rd time 

to appear before this committee. Twice under this mainly and once before that. And I 

am very happy to see this committee is taking the right issues quite seriously. I was 

very happy, and I believe almost everyone in the country to see the decision and the 

instruction from this committee to the police to investigate some of the child abuse 

cases. This is very important. But I will also want to share with you 2 things if you 

don’t mind. I want to share with you, this is the CRC I mean I want to refer to article 37. 

And which is about capital punishment. And yes, I would like to share with you I 

apologize because I didn’t have the time to translate this to English. This is an Arabic 

paper. Which I have put together sometime ago. It talks about the you know the 

minimum age of criminal responsibility from Islamic jurisprudence point of view and 

the distinction between puberty and rushd mental. Thank You. 

 

Chairman speaking: 

I also would like to request from the secretariat to get us a translation of this done. 

Thank You.  

______________________ 




